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ic biology and ecology of the t hamnel catfish population in the 
kittl-- Hiaswiiri River was investigate \ during: Use a ■tessera of 1972-1973*
A tot l of y>‘j>2 catfish were caught; ; '>97 were tarked and released. The 
1972 c itch exceeded the 1973 catch be ;p|<rc-xia»toly three .and one-naif 
tiaee md was attributed to higher aeei age stream discharge in 1972,
There tave bedn 25? recaptures tc date. Over half (‘>3*25 percent) of 
the rc aptured fish shoved no novenent usd were recovered within a short 
time; he abundance of local recoveries reflected activity within a 
Unite 1 area rather than a sedentary col ort of population. Upotrees 
rover.-: ts were recorded less frequently CS.9!> percent), but occurred 
o-er 1 *iger periods of elapsed fiat© and covered greater distances than 
did do nstrcaia jaovesente (35.8 percent) .ascent occ-urred in the spring, 
sn in the fall.
S reaa discharge is the dominant « ?iotic Uniting factor influencing
popdn ion stability. Seasonal i.ucreai as expedite catfish oigratiom u r  
scored eiion. foraging, and recruit*© a . S w i n g  runoff generally 
facili ates ascent. Reproductive aoce arc is dependent vpoa discharge and 
tessper ture constancy during ineubatif a; increased flow is again isperetive
for au usual descent and recruitaent. Rocky apsnmine areas shield 
deveio lag emb-yos iron suspended so .daenl scouring; however,. & paucity 
of sue! habitat Units production.
Chancel catfish, ictilurua punctatuo (Refines') ue). were studied in 
the Little Missouri River in siwthiieotern Worth Dakota during the 
curators of ’372-1973 as the second phase of a continuous investigation; 
the first, conducted frees 196-$-<97t* concern*# the population dynamics 
of the channel catfish in the 'Little Missouri Are of Lake Sakakawea 
(Garrison Reservoir). this initial phase indicated that reproduction 
Jtppxrentier did not occur in the reservoir but there was a possibility of 
an extensive spawning migration into the Little Missouri River (Rahtola, 
1071)* The present study was undertaken to determine the extent and 
nagnitade of aoveroni into and U uea^out the .Little Missouri River and 
the relationships between environmental and life history factors which 




SSSCRIFTtOM OF STITDI AREA
The Little Missouri River originsten in northeastern Wyoming 
approximately ten sir miles went, of Devils Tower National Monument.
From its .source, a spring fed stock dam near Oshoto, Wyoming, it flows 
generally northeast for 560 miles through nine counties of four statea. 
The river extends for 325 miles within North Dakota. The lower J1 miles 
have been permanently inundated by the Little Missouri Arm of Lake 
Sakakawen* The uppermost 14 miles of the reservoir arm and the 29** 
miles above the river-reservoir confluence to the South Dakota border 
constituted the study area (Figure 1).
The river courses through a semi-arid region of low annual precip­
itation and high evaporation; consequently there ore only six small, 
intermittent tributaries of any importance. Eighty percent of the 16 
inches of annual precipitation falls as rain between April and October; 
Juno is usually the wettest month. Temperatures average from 67-70° F 
in July and 2-5° F in January (Omodt, Johnsgord, Paterson, and Olson, 
196S). Extremes range from 110° F feaxiaua to -60° F minimum (Neel, 
Nicholson, m e  Hirsch, 1963)*
Tee Little Missouri River, the largest tributary entering Lake 
Sakakawea, has a gradient of 4.6 feet per mile and a watershed of 9500
square miles (Persor.ias and Eddy, 1955)* In North Dakota, the river 
flows for the saosfc part in a rather narrow. your? valley, bordered by 
abrupt bluffs that cay be several hundred feet in height (Laird, 1956).
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The upper roaches of the drainage basin in Wyoming, Montana, and South 
Dakota and approximately 20 alias into North Dakota are gently rolling, 
semi-arid grasslands. Topography changes drastically five . lea south 
of Karaarth, North Dakota. The river flows into a heavily eroded, 
laterally dissected, non-glacioted valley for the last 275 miles through 
the North Dakota badlands. Land use in the adjacent watershed is 
predominantly grazing; a very small percentage of land in under 
cultivation for small grains and forage crops.
The Little Hinsonri can correctly be called an intermittent stream. 
Fluctuations in flow are frequent and pronounced. Average flow reaches 
its peak usually in March, diminishes slightly and crests again in 
June, is greatly reduced by August but increases to a small crest in 
September, and is very low from October through January, when flow may 
ceruse entirely. However, these seasonal fluctuations may vary greatly 
from year to year. Average discharge for the 3? .rear period of record 
(October, 193*»'*197l) kept by the U. S. Geological Survey, is 5^3 cubic 
feet per second per day, or h22,bOQ acre-feet per year. Extremes range 
fro® 100,000 sfs maximum to complete cessation of flow during winter.
The stream bed is wide and shallow; riffles alternate with pools 
in about an even ratio. Pool depths do not exceed four feet during 
average flow and vary with bed load «und discharge. During the low 
stages in late summer and fall, -as much as three-fourths of the river 
bed may be exposed and the channel is interlaced with numerous sandbars. 
In winter the river freezes to the bottom in riffle areas, but some 
pools remain ice free and are used for livestock watering (Fenton, 1972).
The Little Missouri channel shifts by meandering and braiding.
The concave banks of meanders are often vertical and may rice to great 
heights. Where the river cuts through rocky areas . banks hove steep 
gradients ana the channel shifts little with tine. On the bottom land, 
there is a progressive downstream movement of the aeanders so that 
there is a continuous destruction of the hanks and marginal vegetation, 
and equally continuous deposition of sediment and growth of new plants. 
The river valley has narrow stands of gallery forest, predominantly 
cottonwood, Populus deltoides Karsh, adjacont to the ri'-wr. Sand bars 
along the bank, above the high water line, are covered with willows, 
Salix spp., and sweet clover, Hell lotus spp. These strands provide 
allochthonous material (insects and leaves) to the river.
With the exception of small areas of lignite underlying the channel 
the stream bed consists of silt, clay, sand, gravel, chips of shale, 
sandstone, and "scoria" (sand and clay overburden baked by burning 
lignite into a red, brick-like consistancy). The aridity of the clinrte 
composition of the soft deposits in the area, lack of vegetation on 
many of the slopes, land use activities, and the great erosive action 
of melting snow in the spring and thunderstorms in the summer, combine 
to send great influxes of silt laden water into the stream during 
heavy runoff. Dill (19^0 found that the finer silts in the Colorado 
River remain in suspension at stream velocities as low as two-thirds 
feet per second; the suspended clays in the Little Missouri River 
display this came phenomenon. Consequently the suspended sediment load 
in the little Missouri has been as high as 1,890,000 tons per day or 
3.5,570 parts per million (S. S. Geological Survey, 1972).
Primary productivity is obviously low, due to lack of light
6
penetration and photosynthesis. Aquatic insects and oolluaks axe rare; 
periphyton such as Enteroaorphn sp. are found only occasionally in late 
fall, when much of the turbidity has dissipated with reduced flow* In 
eumaary, the Idttle Missouri River can be characterized by frequent, 
pronounced fluctuations in flow, silt laden water, shifting bed load 
with attendent scour, shallow pooling, ancl an almost coaplste absence 
of aquatic vegetation.
LITEMTtIKE REVIEW
Many studies have been conducted on the movements of channel 
catfish. Previous investigators fount; wide variations in movement. 
Factors responsible for variability included stream size, location of 
the study area within the stream basin, alteration of stream course, 
man-taade and natural barriers, season of the year, age of the fish, and 
resident fish versus fish introduced specifically for a movement study.
Movements in general are classified as nomadism, emigration, 
immigration* and migration. Nomadism is unpredictable wandering 
based upon presence or absence of food and/or water. Emigration and 
immigration are one-way momaonts out of or into an area, respectively. 
Migration implies the periodic departure and return to a given region.
Based upon incentives, migration has been divided into three 
categories (Keape, 1931; Hyers, 19^9)5 climatic, movement to secure 
more suitable conditions for a period of time and then return; 
alimental, movement in search of food; and gametic, movement undertaken 
for production and feeding of young. According to Heap© (1931) gametic 
movements are largely governed by a factor in the reproductive system, 
and serve to preserve the species. Climatic and alimentary migrations 
serve to preserve the individual. Usually, gametic migrations are 
concerned with only one-half of the journey. The return to the original 
area may be due to climatic or alimented causes.
There have been four studies of the movements of channel catfish
7
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in the Dec Koines River, Iowa. Harrison (1953) reported a rather 
sedentary population that exhibited random Movement of mostly less than 
one axle, presumably during normal foraging. The greatest distances 
recorded were 32 miles downstream and 28 miles upstream. Muncy (1958) 
found approximately 70 percent of tagged channel catfish moved less 
than five miles. Movement upstream and downstream was approximately 
equidistant; greatest distances were 26 miles downstream and 10 miles 
upstream. According to Behnwr (196*1) channel catfish showed greater 
downs tree® movement, with the majority of the fish traveling less than 
5.5 miles. Maximum distances traveled were 60 miles downtrend and 20 
rsilos upetreoc. Meyhew (1971) found similar movement; catfish were 
distributed normally upstream and downstream. Mean distances of move­
ment were 5.6 miles downstream and 5.1 miles upstream; greatest distances 
recorded were 70 and 155 alien downstream and upstream, respectively. 
Approximately 50 percent of the recaptured fish were sedentary.
Resident and stocked channel catfish released in the Mississippi 
River showed 36.3 percent downstream, 32.8 percent upstream, 19-3 per­
cent local, and 9.7 percent tributary aovesent (Hubley, 1963)♦ Trans­
planted fish am a group did not travel as far as residents but in 
contrast to the downstream movement of resident fish, 60.5 percent of 
the transplants were recaptured upstream. Maximum distances recorded 
were 111 miles downstream and 216 miles upstream.
Welker (>96?) worked with transported and non-transported channel 
catfish in a 60 oils section of the Little Sioux River, Iowa. He found 
that 66.5 percent and 16 percent of the non-transported recaptures 
moved downstream and upstreaa, respectively. Contrary to the general
9
downstream movement by non-transported fish, 73 percent of the trans­
ported fish moved upatreses fro* their release site. Mean downstream 
movement from eight release sites ranged from 2.2-32.3 milea, while 
upstress movement from six release sites ranged from 10-25 miles.
McGaraaon and L&Faunce (1961) reported extensive random movements 
in the Sacramento River and associt ated tributaries In California.
However, 13 percent of the total recoveries were recorded from outside 
the study area. The tagged channel catfish demonstrated a definite 
propensity for migration into the Sutter Bypass, a flsod control channel 
with permanent sloughs that traversed the study area.
Humphries (1965) classified channel catfish movements in Georgia's 
Savannah River into three general types. First, movement within a 
limited area during normal activity; second, definite spring ascent into 
tributary streams; and third, apparently random, long distance movement 
throughout the river. Greatest distances traveled were 67.9 ailea 
downstream and 32.1 miles upstream.
Funk (1955) discussed a theory that two discrete cohorts exist within, 
a population. He reported that a sedentary group remained near its 
release point whereas a mobile group ranged more or leass freely. Funk 
preferred the word '‘mobile'* over "migratory" because there was no 
evidence of mass movement, that movements had a definite direction, or 
that moving fish were in a distinct life-history stage. Punk found that 
3? percent of tagged channel catfish, did not move, 33*2 percent moved 
upstream, 21.1 percent downstream, and 8.7 percent moved downstream 
followed by upstream movement into a tributary (complex movement).
Release location, season, and age of the fish affected movement. Catfish,
to
raore mobile in the headwaters, tended to move downstream when released 
in the headwaters but made more upstream movements when released further 
downstream. Moot of the population was mobile in the spring, less 
mobile in the summer} fall movements were not conclusive. Fish of 
intermediate age were more mobile than younger or older fish. Average 
distances traveled wore 1^.8 miles upstream, 11.9 miles downstream, and
miles of complex movement.
While Thompson (1933) concluded that catfish moved in a random 
manner in Illinois waters, Wickliff (19331 193&) reported that channel 
catfish transplanted from Ohio lakes tended to move downstream when 
released in streams. Secaoon (*9^) released commercially raised channel 
catfis-: into tributaries of the Ohio River in West Virginia. Occasionally 
fish moved a short distance upstream but generally moved downstream 
into to Ohio River. The lor eot downstream distance was 239 miles 
while the longest upstream ovement was kk miles.
Tract loan (195?) claimed that adults were highly migratory, ascending 
surprisingly small strc mts to spawn. Humphries (1985) noted downstream 
movement after spawning; however, Muncy (1958) reported that catfish 
were less active after spawning and found no evidence of migration.
Channel catfish in the lower Colorado River in California aid not 
demonstrate a definite pattern of migration. However, there was a 
distinct tendency for fish to move downstream from the Palo Verde Weir, 
an efficient * i-sade barrier to upstream movement. This downstream 
movement may e evidence of e seasonal migration pattern in which fish 
move upstree during spring and early summer and downstream during fall 
and winter. The greatest movement was ?6 miles (XcCammon, 1956).
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Migration of channel catfish iron reservoirs into rivers has been 
docur.cnted. Wafttola { <9?'5) found that 16.66 percent of returns from 
catfish tagged in Lake Saknkavea were recaptured upstream in the Little 
Missouri River; s&jdLaus ups trees movement was 250 miles, Wahtola 
postulated an extended spavining migration from angler returns and 
recoveries of spent females. Me sea an (1973) reported that channel 
catfish tagged in Nebraska's Republican River 'below the Superlor-Court- 
land Diversion Lar vere subsequently recaptured downstream in Kansas, 
where the spawning migration presumably originated in Milford Reservoir, 
'five greatest movement reported was 1M» miles downstream. Madsen (19&9* 
19?0, 1971) documented spawning .migrations of channel catfish out of 
Lake McConauphy into the North Platte River, Nebraska.
Marking Techniques
There are two band..’ set ho 4s of marking aquatic animals for later 
identification: 1} mutilation, or 2) attachment of some kind of tag 
(Lagier, 1956). Hundreds of derivations of these two methods have been 
devised. Because all techniques have limitations, the fishery scientist
must weigh, the advantages in relation to his objectives and available
resources (Jones, 1968; Boyce, 1972).
Generally, fin excision is used on fish too small to carry a tag. 
Clipping requires no special equipment, is fast, and can be applied to 
large numbers of fish. Its greatest application is in short-tern
population studies, where regeneration 'is not sufficient to preclude 
recognition. Mutilation is usually less satisfactory than tagging.
12
r ;e principal dr, »back» of fin clipping arc that fins regenerate unless 
» **Ply ©seined; individual fish, identically marked, are difficult to 
d. fforer.li ate; fund few narks are recognisable by anglers, so identifi­
es ‘.ion at recapture must be oadc by experienced observers (Lagler, 1956; 
Chadwick, 1966} Jlovce, Kortality froo fin clipping probably
increases es the eaviro,jn.*nt bee,©ora aor© rigorous (Chadwick, 1966)*
Stuart (195^) reported an patterns of regeneration froo various 
exci sioiss. Nearly coopiete regeneration can bo detected by trained 
pors nnel. Regeneration tends to be oore rapid and complete in younger 
than el4. fish, splay-rayed than soft-rayed fish, in warn water than In 
cold water, and for aedisr. fins than paired fins (Ricker, 1956; Btott,
•.;i-
lagging has two distinct advantages over {estimation; individual 
fish can be recognised, and reliable returns can be obtained tram sport 
and .cotaMtreial fishemen under aany conditions (Chadwi" .» 1966). Kore 
fiatoitries literature has been published on togging than on all other 
narking ®*tbo4s ocabined, reflecting the sethod's value, an alnost 
infinite variety of tags, and the universal failure to develop a perfect 
t.ag
Factors affecting teg selection include t^e objectives of the
ex' n&risxmt, length of tine the tug must msĵ -uia on the fish, the species 
ar d maber of fish to be tagged, available personnel, aethod of detection,
$ sd recovery {Muncy. 1957; Kestevv-n, i960; Stott, 1971)* According to 
f-rahat. (1929), Rouase fell and K;«sfc (19*»$), Sticker (**956), and Teach 
(1971), the optimal lag should be retained indefinitely, be readily 
identified and recoverable by those expected to do so, provide a unique
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individual identity, bo non-traumatic, not increase mortality or alter 
behavior, nor affect sutceptability to capture or predation.
External tare 'with internal, anchors usually consist of a euctioa of 
polyvinyl chloride tubing, the streamer, which carries a return address{ 
nylon barb attached at one end anchors the tag* (Scarratt .and SL e k m,
1 9 6 Kogan, 1971). The hart is intwrtid into the aids of the fifth and 
in retained by flesh or bone. Many synonyms are used for the same 
general tag {dart, barb and trailer, T-bar, spaghetti, etc.). They hare 
been quite satisfactory in sous experiments tut poor in others (Everhart 
and Rupp, 196O1 Webster, dahu*la; 1971). The vinyl tubing
■frequently darkens whoa in contact witn fi»h flesh, making legends 
difficult to road (Cogswell, 196&} Chadwick, >965)* There are also 
instances of ineonpatabllity between tag and specimen, leading to necrosis 
and subsequent tag' staffing (Quadbit, 19&3? Vahtola, 19 7 1 ).
Publicity of a tagging study .is necessary if anglers are relied 
upon to return tags; Kuncy (195*7) reported tag returns increased after 
a publicity campaign. Experiments should be publicised over an area 
larger than that from which recapture® might be expected (Stott, 1971)* 
Methods to announce tagging projects include personal contacts, creel 
censuses, press releases, posters, radio broadcasts, and small, reward 
systems (Thompson, 1935; Seaman, 19WJ; Pelgeo, 195^? HcCaamon, 1956?
Kuncy, 1957; HcCaainaon and LaEau&ce, 1961? Hubley, 195}; Menem m i , 1973).
Capture Techniques
Various types o£ equipment have been used to capture channel catfish.
1'»
The effectiveness of these devices depends on the environment (fluvial 
or lacustrine), and the general activity patterns of the fish. Th*re 
are sever‘.1 major problems affecting river investigationsi delineation 
of study area boundaries? changes in stream .habitat and sampling gear 
effectiveness with rapidly fluctuating water levels, resulting in non­
standard! »sd effort (Huacy, 1957); and population enumeration bias 
resulting free: intractroac movement of fish (Cleary and Green bank, 195*0«
Traps and nets cue stationary and either intercept or attract fish* 
Tho attraction may be bait, other fish, sexual pheromones, or protection* 
Retention of captured fish is based upon trap characteristics: mesh 
size, trap size, and m e  her of throats (Muncy, 1957)*
Hoop nets are selective for species composition of the catch (Scott, 
1951? Tarzwell, 19^; Starrett and Bamickol, 1935| Muncy, 1957); they 
are selective for catfish. Hanson (19V*) theorized on the attraction of 
trap enclosures by species of the catfish family* Hoop nets with wings 
are often more productive in lakes than rivers, because stream currents 
r..?y prevent the wings from being set at any appreciable angle, adding 
very little additional width to the entrance. Weights, stakes, or 
natural obstructions in the river hold the net stationary while the 
current keeps the net set.
HcCasMQn and LaFauace (19«&1) demonstrated that sevarai days of 
undisturbed fishing were required to produce optimal catches. KcCaamon
( 5 95c) found a definite relationship between net location and catch; the 
best locations were immediately downstream from sandbars on the convex, 
side of meanders* Muncy (1957) found that deep pools near .protective
habitat were the best trapping locations.
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Hoop noto are often baited with spoiled processed cheese (Muncy, 
>95?}» scrap fish (Jacocks, 19^ 5; Henzel, 19^5)* cottonseed meal cake 
(McCjuamoa, ► .■*>&} huapyiurieg, 1965)i ripe female catfish (Moyle, 1955J 
Starrett and Baraickol, 1955* Muncy, 1957), and various and sundry 
odoriferous baits. Muncy (1957) test..-? the effect of cheese bait upon 
hoop net catches and found that baited nets usually caught more fish 
than unbolted nets; he concluded that catches were affected by spawning 
activity and type of cheese bait used. Hardness of cheese determined 
the length of time bait remained in the trap. In tost cases, the bait 
did not remain intact between lifts and may have been effective for only 
a short period of time. The bait possibly enticed a few fish into the 
trap which in turn attracted additional fish. Timms and Kleerekoper 
(1972) verified the presence of a female sexual pberoisone in channel 
catfish, which elicited a locomotor response by the male. Commercial 
fishermen sometimes bait their traps with gravid females to utilize this 
resp on se.
Gill nets are highly productive devices when used in lakes and 
reservoirs but cure of limited value in rivers. Muncy (1957) ana Wahtoia 
(1971) reported that gill nets were moved from position by current and
floating debris.
Seines are productive in small 3treans and lakes, but are difficult 
to handle in fast moving streams or where debris or rough substrate snag 
or raise the lead line. Seining is the easiest way to collect young and 
juvenile catfish (Bailey and Harrison, 19^3)» but the difficulty of
handling seines effectively in deep swift water and failure to capture 
significant numbers of adult fish limit their use.
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:ve fo- 1 io male catfish-
Piecicidea have long been used in fish management and research.
Sodium cyanide is commonly used. When added to water (subject to acid 
conditions), hydrocyanic acid is produced and a small amount of 
hydrogen cyanide gas is evolved at the surface. The chemical stops 
cellular respiration by inhibiting the action of cytochrome oxidase, 
carbonic anhydrase, and other enzyme systems. Sodium cyanide is 
inexpensive, easily applied and effective. At concentrations of k ppm, 
it will kill fish, tadpoles, and some insects (Lewis and Tarrant, 19&C). 
Bridges (1958) reported that at concentrations of 1 ppm and under a 
variety of temperature and pH conditions, it effectively kills several 
different warm v-l.er fish species. Removed before death, affected fish 
con be revived if placed in fresh water. Survival of Bridges* fish 
was excellent (100 percent); revival occured in 5**30 minutes. For 
sampling small pool-and-riffle streams, Stegman (1959) fount sodium 
cyanide more efficient than seining and shocking.
A promos often associated with poisoning operations is convincing 
landowners that there is little danger to domestic animals which drink 
the treated water. Under certain conditions sufficient gaa can accumulate 
to be dangerous if inhaled but at 1 ppm, mammals would have to drink 
2-5 times their body weight to receive a lethal dose (Bridges, 1958).
Trotlinec were roc30r.er.d0d as a selective gear for large channel
catfish by Sanderson (1959). W&htola (1971) found trot,linen to be
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Research on the channel catfish in the Little Missouri River wan 
conducted intermittently during 1972; copies were taken periodically 
for five months, May 15-Octobor 15. Field work was more intense and 
regular during four montlis of 1973* April 15 -August 15.
The 308 mile study area was subdivided into three sections: I) 105 
miles of lower river, from the middle of the Little Missouri Arm of Lake 
Sakakawea to the McKenzie-fiillings county line; II) 83 miles of Little 
Missouri River within Billings county; III) 120 miles of river in Slope 
and Bowman counties, to the South Dakota border (Figure 2).
The low flew and extensive sandbars of the Little Missouri River 
preclude river travel except during spring flooding, so that sampling 
stations were necessarily established where road access permitted (Figure 
2). Of the twelve stations, only four had access at all Jasons. Sec­
tion II had the highest human population concentrated along the river 
and consequently, a more extensive road system. For this reason, more 
stations were established within Billings county although it was the 
shortest section of river.
Topographic and county highway napa were utilized to determine 
river mileage. Distances were measured along the midline of the river
channel with a model 33 sap measurer (Hamilton Watch Company).
Water temperature was taken below riffles where thorough mixing had 
occurred. Readings were taken with the thermometer bulb submerged and
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F»g. 2.— Location of principo! sampling stations, Little Missouri River,
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.noted to determine the date when optimum spawning temperatures occurred 
and daily temperature range during the spawning and incubation period*
Stream discharge was obtained Xros annual reports of the United 
States Department of Interior* Geological Survey, Water Resources Data 
for North Dakota. Average monthly discharge for eleven years (%&i-ib?l) 
was computed to c  , u *ith il//c and 1973 discharge; fish movements 
were correlated with water regimens of the river. Only data from the 
Hedora gaging station was used because its aid-study area location would 
indicate trends in water fluctuation;;, even though a time lag in crests 
from station to station might occur.
Hoop nets were used extensively during the two field seasons. These 
nets were the two-throated, two compartment type, two feet in diameter 
and ten feet long with 3/4 inch bar mesh sewn onto six, # inch iron hoops 
spaced 20 inches apart. The nets were baited with spoiled processed 
cheese trimmings or Big Ben prepared bait (Dairy land Bait Co., Plymouth, 
Wisconsin). The bait was placed in onion bags and tied into the throat 
at the anterior end of the second compartment. When ripe female catfish 
were captured, they were left in the net to utilize the sex attractant.
Hoop nets were set with the entrance downstream, secured to some 
natural obstruction, to a six foot section of % inch pipe driven into 
the substrate, or to a "5 pound bell anchor. The nets were set so the 
current would keep them erect and outstretched. These nets were fished 
in all possible locations: deep and shallow water, mid-channel and 
near shore, fast and slow water, upstream, downstream, and lateral to 
islands and obstructions. Nets were lifted every 2k hours, fish removed 
and processed., rebaited and reset.
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A Modified fyke net (Duerre, 1972) was used unsuccessfully on one 
occasion to block off the entire channel. This net had two, six by 
eight foot rectangular frames of )6 inch conduit and three circular wooden 
hoops. The net had two compartments and a single throat. Two 75 foot 
wings were attached. The net and wings were constructed of one inch 
bar mesh webbing. The net was secured to eight foot steel fenceposts 
driven into the river bottom. The wings were stretched at 45 degree 
angles to the channel and held in place by additional fenceposts.
Standard experimental machine stitched gill nets, 125* by 6 feet, 
constructed of five 25 foot panels of nylon mesh 3A» 1» 1K, 1)6, and 
1 3 A  inches (bar --i»asu:«), were used only once in the river and twice 
in the ret,-. ;oir. A 100 by 6 foot, £ inch mesh seine was used to collect 
joung-of-the-year and juvenile catfish, to block the escape of fish from 
pools during poisoning operations, and to capture bait for trotlines.
Twenty-five foot trotlines were constructed of 3/8 inch braided 
polyvinyl rope. Ten, number 1/0 and 2/0 hooks were attached at 25 inch 
intervals by snaps, swivels, and 60 pound test, 10 inch drop lines.
These were set from the bank obliquely into the channel or a pool and 
anchored with a 2-4 pound sash weight or stretched across the stream 
channel and tied to a stake on each bank. A weight of sufficient size 
was used to keep the line just below the surface and prevent the slap­
ping of the water by a tight line. Body parts and entrails of goldeye, 
Hiodon alosoides (Rafinesque); flathead chubs, tiybopsis gracilis 
(Richardson); silvery minnows, Hybognathus nuchalis Agassiz; plains 
minnows, |U placitus Girard (American Fisheries Society, 1970); 
commercially vended smelt, species unknown; and beef intestines were
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used as bait. Trotlines were chocked approximately every twelve hours.
In order to sample all major daily activity periods, fishing 
equipment was set for a minisium of 2k hours (Coriander, 1953)• Some 
equipment types were checked more frequently than others. On occasions 
of high water, gear were necessarily fished longer than 2k hours.
Angling was undertaken in 1973 wnenever time permitted. Several 
specimens were taken this way but the rate of catch was extremely low. 
Goldeye body parte, minnows, and cheese were used as baits.
Anglers were interviewed whenever possible. Only July kf 1973, 
approximately one-half of an angler's catch, 28 female catfish, wore 
processed and eggs collected to determine fecundity.
Noodling tSummerfelt, 1972) is a method of capturing large catfish 
by hand while they are on a nest or in a sheltered area. Several 
attempts wore made to capture brooding male catfish using this method.
Cyanobrik, 93 percent sodium cyanide (DuPont, Wilmington, Delaware), 
was used on two occasions during 1972 and on three occasions in 1973 to 
locate catfish young-of-the-year and to recover marked catfish. Before 
poisoning the stream, live tanks were filled with water and spaced 
strategically along the bank. Cyanobrik pellets were placed in a dip 
not and held in n riffle above a pool; stream flow dissolved and dis­
persed the cyanide throughout the pool. Fish were prevented from 
leaving the pool by seines. Affected fish were removed from the river 
with dip nets and placed in the livetanks to recover.
Fish were placed in live tanks and processed after all specimens 
were collected from each gear type. Fish longer than 300 am were 
weighed to the nearest gram, total length measured to the nearest
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millimeter, sexod by the probe method (Hoen, 1959)» tagged and/or fin 
clipped, and returned to the river at the capture location. Since fish 
iocs than 300 «t» were not tagged and could not be individually recognised, 
a sufficient sample was weighed and measured for length-weight purposes; 
subsequent small fish were separated by 100 mm increment**, counted, fin 
clipped, and released.
The tags used during this study were the internal T-bar anchor 
type as described by ooeris (1953), Dell (1968), and Sagan (1971)* The 
T-bar head of the tag was solid nylon rod 1.0 mm diameter and 10.0 mm 
long attached to the streamer by a 0.5 *» disr.'-ter, 10.0 am long shaft. 
The streamer was flexible polyvinyl chloride tubxcr, 2.0 mm outside 
dianter and 75.0 am long. Bach streamer was stamped RETURN TO N.D.G.F. 
(North Dakota G a m  and Fish), blSH&RGK, N.D., with a unique five-digit 
numeral. The tegs were brown with black legends, manufactured in a 
35 tag clip and applied with a cartridge-fed applicator (Floy Tag and 
Manufacturing, Inc., Seattle, Washington).
Tags were attached to catfish in one of two ways. The method used 
during cost of the 1972 season was described by Everhart and Rupp (i960) 
and Vantola (1971). Tags were applied on the right side of the catfish, 
lateral to the dorsal fin. The applicator needle was inserted at an 
angle so that the T-bar was forced between and behind the interneural 
bones for firm anchorage. In the second method, tags were applied by 
piercing the right operculum with the needle. The needle was inserted 
through the cartilaginous region at the junction of the operculum, 
preoperculua, and in teroperc ulus (Figure 3). The posterior edge of the 
operculum was lifted, outlining the insertion point. Older fish have 
fleshier gill covers and the exact insertion point was more difficult to

d*?te raise. Care oust fc» taken -at penetration not to puncture the gdll 
' tinmen is. The T-bor kept the tag fro* pulling out and the greater 
\ hieknees of the tubing relative to the diameter of the needle hole, 
jr,'-'--/anted the tag fro* slipping through*
ftn excision wan used concurrently with tagging; seven diagnostic 
£1: were utilised during Use two field seasons. The experimental
required two year© of research and thus only single actuation 
aarlis were used the first year, this permitted placing a second nark on 
fis ! recaptured the second year which would not Mire been possible if 
coel ...nation fin clip© had been used the first season.
In 19?2» the adipose and pelvic fins we.r« exOifisd* The adipose fin 
identified three s-ajor components of the catfish population: all tagged 
fish (to Indicate -any tag loos); fish leer chan 300 an that were initially 
cattylhl ir. section Hi; and fish tagged by Vaatola in the little Missouri 
Am-during W 1 .  Vahtol«*c fish could be distinguished froa the fish 
aari-ed in 1972 by the condition of the scar. The left and right pelvic 
fit s were dipped from fish less than 300 am long fro* sections I and H, 
re* pec lively.
Four -additional clipping patterns were devised iar 1975* These
m  re u»ed l%» ims$z tagged -~nd untagged fish by river section or station.
¥ ic -soft rays of the dorsal fin wore clipped at station one* The dorsal
©tee of the caudal fin was excised froa fish caught at station three, 
ffee posterior half of the anal fin was clipped fro* fish caught in 
section II and the anterior half fro® fish caught in section III.
Some gravid, female catfish wire killed for egg counts. Ovaries
were collected in the field, cleaned of ertranr'-ts Material, and weighed
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to the nearest gras. The ovaries wit then elit longitudinally, turned 
inside out, placed la a wide south jar and preserved with Gilson's 
fluid (Siaraeon. 1951* Begeaal and Braun, 1971).
To increase angler returns, personal contact and pesters (Figure *») 
•rare utilised daring the second .field season, Fosters were placed along 
all sa,:.3r roads in the study .area, at river crossings, bridges, end 
fishing holes. Poe» rn were also placed in establishments frequented by 
anglers (tackle stores, -as stations, restaurants, saloons, etc.). A 
letter telling when and where a particular fish was tagged end bow far 
it had traveled was sent to each .angler who returned a tag.
The length-weight relationship van bet* mined by the LeCren method 
as described by Lagler (1956), The equation V » cLn was expressed in 
logarithmic ions Log V * Log c * n Log L, where W is weight in grass, L 
is total length In olilissetens? c and n are constants derived by the 
sothod of least squares.
Coefficient of condition (.a-TL) was determined using tne equation 
X * 100.000 H/L* (Bennett; 1971). Swserical analysis of data was done
at the University of North Dakota computer center.
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RESULTS
Nineteen indigenous species were represented in the total catch from 
the Little Missouri River including: channel catfish; black bullhead, 
Ictalurun aelaB (Rafinesque); flathead catfish, Fylolictus olivaris 
(Rafinesque); stonecat, Noturus flavun Rafinesque; goldeyer northern 
pike, Esox lucius Linnaeus; s&agsr, Stiaostsdisn canndenae (Smith); 
walleye, vitreua (Mitchill); river carps ticker, Carpioden carpio 
(Rafinesque); shorthand redhorae, Moxoatoma ffi'icrolepidotua (LeSueur); 
burbot, Lota lota (Linnaeus); green nunfish, Lepoads eyanellus Rafinesque; 
carp, Crprimts corpio Linnaeus; fathead minnow, Piaephales proaolas 
Rafinesque; longnose dace, Rhinichthye cataractae (Valenciennes); stur­
geon chub, Kvbopsis goLida (Girard); flathead chub; silvery minnow; and 
plains minnow (American fisheries Society, 1970).
Table 1 presents total channel catfish catch by station and year;
5152 catfish were captured during the study, fifty-five fish, 12 in 1972 
and f*3 in 1973, were killed for fecundity data or were found dead in the 
fishing apparatus. The 1972 catch exceeded the 1973 catch by approx­
imately three and one-half times.
During 1972, 2*»58 catfish were processed and released (Table 2).
This included 19L? (79.2 percent) fish that were fin clipped only, 306 
(12.** percent) fish, that were tagged and fin clipped, and 206 ( 8.5 per­
cent) that were recaptured. Most fish were small and were collected 





TOTAL CHANNEL CATFISH CATCH,
LITTLE MISSOOHI RIVER, KORtti DAKOTA, 1972-1975
Station 1972 1973 1972-73
1 k$ 11? 162
2 600 0 600
5 0 317 317
/ 9*12 0 9^2
5 2 0 2
6 710 57 767
7 20 9 29
8 51 98 129
9 59 0 39
10 37 2k 61
11 5 0 3
12 %» 60 101
Total 2k 70 682 3152
'The 1975 .results are shown in Table 3* Fewer fish were processed;
VjQ (71i.O percent) fin clipped, 1 9̂ (23.3 percent) tagged, and 37 (5.8
percent) recaptured. As in 1972, aost of these fish were small. Creates
daily catches vere made in the lower river in April. and May.
Length-frequency distributions were plotted for the total catch.
More- issature than, ca;fcure fish were captured each year (Figure 5)» The




NUMBER OF CHANNEL CATFISH CAPTURED, HARKED, AND RELEASED,







May 21 1 3 3
22 i 6 6
June 2 7 1 1
3 7 2 1 3
9 7 1 1
8 10 12 12
9 10 4 4
18 12 9a 1 9
19 12 1 9 10
20 12 1 2 3
21 12 3 1 1 5
24 5 1 1 1 2
29 11 2 2
30 11 1 1
July 9 9 8 2 10
10 9 3 3
11 9 6 1 7
12 9 14 1 1 16
13 8 14 5 1 20
14 8 6 4a 1 10
15 8 1 1
21 7 1 1
22 ■r* "V.v'S.;, 13 1 14
23 6 64 2. 66
24 6 39 5 3 47
25 6 39 1 4o
26 6 61 11 72
27 8 259 65 6 330
Aug. 2 % 11 ■ 1 12
3 4 300 23 17 34C
4 4 303 14 14 331
5 4 203 24 32 259
8 6 60 1 61

















Sept. 10 1 13 21 y*
16 12 if 9 13
10 19 2 21
Oct* 13 9 3 3
Total 19̂ 7(79.256) *06(12.itf) 208(8.3#) 2**5&
aone a recapture, original tag lost, retagged
length and weighed 5220 grams (12 pounds). Catfish larvae less than 10 
on; long with large yolk sacs were also taken.
Catfish movement was acquired from angler returns and recoveries 
made during regular population sampling. Analysis of movements made by 
257 marked (tagged and/or fin clipped) catfish is presented in Table k.
Of the 257 recaptures, 25 (8.95 percent) moved upstream, 92 (35*8 percent) 
moved downstream, and lh2 (55«25 percent) showed local or no movement. 
Travel by marked catfish represents minimum distances as measured from 
maps and is essentially the “net" rot xsent of the fish. There is no way 
of determining total or “gross" movements because the individual fish 
were not followed continuously fcpt rather intercepted periodically.
At the beginning of the study, it was conservatively estimated that 
2000 of the 2b$0 channel catfish Wahtola tagged within the Little 
Missouri Arm were available for recapture within the Little Missouri 
eabayaent or Little Missouri River. Of these 2000 fish, nine were caught 
by anglers and seven by the investigator during the present study period
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TABLE 3
NUMBER OF CHANNEL CATFISH CAPTURED, MARKED, AND RELEASED,
LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER, NORUi DAKOTA, 1973
Number
Date Station fin tagged S£td Total
clipped clipped recaptured
Apr. 18 3 5 520 3 159 1 6 166
23 3 15 2 17
May 3 3 6 6
5 3 12 1 1 lb
6 3 1? 1 14
7 3 18 3 218 3 9 9
9 3 18 b 72
25 1 16 lb
28 1 33 3330 1 36 1 37
Juno 3 1 16 6 1 23
b 3 6 1 7
6 3 6 1 7
7 1 1 2 38 3 6 11 17
10 3 3 3
lb 6 1 1
15 3 1 1
18 7 1 128 7 5 5
29 6 1 1
July 2 8 6 3 9
b 6 3 3
6 6 b
8 b 4
7 6 i 1
8 3 3
8 6 3 38 b 4
9 o b k
8 b 4
1? 12 1 1
20 12 2 2
21 12 6 50a 7 57









July 28 8 12 2b 1 14-
29 8 10 10
30 8 1 1
51 8 14 6 2J
Aug. 2 6 1 1
8 6 4 10
4 8 14 3 2 19
8 6 1 1 2
11 6 1 4 5
Total 460(72.(&) 149(23.1556) 37(5.8*) 639
aoix fish recaptured, double tagged 
one a recapture, original tag broken, retagged
0972-1973); 495 additional catfish were tagged during 1972-1973. Only 
four (0.88 percent) were returned by anglers. In each case, the fish 
was tagged in 1972 and caught before July 25, 1973. Ita summary, anglers 
returned 13 tags during the present study (including those applied by 
Wahtola), or 5.06 percent of all tags returned. To date, catfish tagged 
in the river have not been retaken in the reservoir.
Table 5 and Figure 6 explain the intrastream movements of eighteen 
tagged channel catfish. The elapsed time between release and re capt tire 
extended from less than one to 36*2 days. Fish moved from 22 to 213 
miles downstream and 20 to 213 alloc upstream. Except for two instances, 
local or sedentary recaptures occurred shortly after release. With the 
exception of two fish, all downstream movement was recorded within 48 
days; upstream movement occurred over much longer periods, greater than
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Fig. 5.--Length-frequency distributiont channel catfish catch, Little
fissouri River, North Dakota, 1972-1973.





Marked Upstream (%) Downstream (%) Local (%) Total (%)
Angler
19€9 1971 1 1
1773 1 ■4i
1970 1971 1 1
1972 1 1
1973 3 3
19?1 1973 2 2
1973 1973 2 2 4 (0.88)
Subtotal 11 (4.28) 2 (0.78 13 (5.06)
Investigator
1969 1972 1 1
1973 1 4*
1970 1972 3 3
1973 1 1
1971 1972 1 1
1972 85 118 203
1973 2 ft* * 6 13
1973 1973 J L 18 21
Subtotal 12 (4.67) 90 (35-02) 142 (55.23) 244 (94.94)
Total 23 (8.95) 92 (35.80) 142 (55.25) 257 (100.0)
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TABLE 5
DIRECTION, ELAPSED TUGS, AMD DISTANCE OF MOVEMENT Of EIGHTEEN 
CHANNEL CATFISH TAGGED IN SHE LITTLE MISSOURI RIVEN,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1972-1973
Movement Fish Milos Days
.Local A <1
8 — <1
C . . . 1
D . . . 1
E . . . 1
F . . . 308
G — 308











315 days. Table *2 presents detailed ooveaent data for fish tagged in
the river.
Seventeen returns showed that catfish aoved out of Lake Sakakawes
into tributary streass (Tafels 6 and Figure 7). All. sroveesent was upstream 
and distances ranged fro® 1*» to 363 stiles over **32 to 1**29 days. One 
fish fin clipped and released in the reservoir in 1971 was recaptured 
twice upriver in 19?fL Complex ®©ve«ents requiring .initial dovmstreaa 
a®ve«e»t followed by upstream movement into another tributary (Yellowstone 
Liver), sire separated front the Little Missouri River returns and are not 
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TABLE 6
DIHSCtrtOK, ELAPSED TIKE. AMD DISTANCE OF MOVEMENT OF SEVENTEEN
C t m m  CArmn t a g g e d m  t u b  u r n s  Missouri a r m o f  ijuce
SAKAKMfiSA, NORTH DAKOTA, 1969-19"1
Movement H a h Miles Days













If < 3^6 ?
Complex X 190 1035
Y 153 n
Z 266 770
movement data for fish tagged In the reservoir.
Floy T-toar tags were easily applied to larger catfish and when 
attached to the opercle were satisfactory; however, smaller fish could
not ho tagged. Brown colored tags had the appearance of slimy parasitic 
worn® and wore not easily recognised. legends were sometimes difficult
to read hecawse of algae growth and discoloration.
Tag loss could not be estimated from the limited nuaber of recaptured 
fish. Opercle positioning of the tag appeared to be superior to the 
dorsal because necrosis was not evident .in the former condition and fires
.placement prevented loss.
Stress of tagging was reflected in weight sad length loss (Table 7).
► hfA W T H
M O N T A N A
AUSK
iwts t m m  
MOMMfMt
m c m m
A«mi»k»l ccptura 
«  *r« coptur*
Fip. T —  Toeing ohd rscojrtur* nit** of enamel coltish, Lake Sohohowso, Little
s w r  end YsHovrsten* fevers, i96S*i973. r- ; ’
TABLE ?
EFFECT OF TAGGING OH LENGTH AND WEIGHT OF EIGHTEEN





1 0 ♦ 10
1 - 1 4 25
1 0 - 190
1 0 4 20
1 0 m 89
7 + 6 « 22
7 ♦ 3 - 90
7 «* 1 4 70
51 ♦ 3 4 90
9 8 4 10 + 70
.308 ♦ 32 4 72
308 4 35 4 2
350 ♦ 9l ♦ 70
359 + 38 + 20
695 + 71 4 279
1080 + 76 4 227
108? + 90 4 360
1929' +■ 68 4 500
Retard.ation of growth was evident in fish recaptured shortly alter 
tagging. There were four cases of substantial weight loss and two cases 
of slight length loss, all occurring within seven days of tagging.
Comparison of discharge of the Little Missouri River at Kedora, 
North Dakota, for the 1972 water year with an eleven year average (1961- 
971) showed the mean monthly discharge was above average for seven of 
twelve months. Extrose crests occurred in October and Kerch (Figure 8). 
The small rise is August facilitated fish movements. In contrast, the 
'973 water year did cot have the extreme discharge or the pronounced 
fluctuations of 1972.









out the spawning season. Minimum and maximum temperatures recorded 
during the study wore h7° and 8A° F, respectively (Tables 8 and $). 
Adequate spawning temperature of 70° F was first recorded on June 7i <972 
and June 9, 973. Water temperatures reflected ambient air temperatures,
generally increased during the day, receded at night, and cooled rapidly 
after l.c vy rainfall.
Six catfish nests were found in rooky areas during the study. 
Noticeable brooding activity by male channel catfish led investigators 
to five nestQ, while the sixth was exposed by low water.
Although a spring spawning "run" by large numbers of grouped fish 
was not detected, significant upstream movement in the spring was 
observed; late summer movement was downstream.
The sex ratio of channel catfish caught during the study was 1.V? 
males ; 1 female. Ratios were 2.02 : 1 and 1.07 i 1 tor 1972 and 1973* 
respectively (Table 10). Fecundity was not calculable because the 
preservative failed and the samples spoiled.
Hoop nets were the most productive gear type and accounted for 
90.96 percent of the total catch. Trotlines contributed 4.16 percent 
of the specimens and were highly selective for large fish. Sodium cyanide 
poisoning was least selective, produced catches of young-of-the-year 
channel catfish and other species but was limited to use when turbidity 
and water levels were low.
Fish collected with sodium cyanide were placed in live tanks 
containing fresh water. Revival of affected catfish was excellent (100 
percent), but revival of more sensitive species such as sauger was poor,
probably less than 25 percent.
Trotlines were used extensively at the beginning of the study,
TABLE 8
WATER TEMPERATURE (FAHRENHEIT), LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER, 
NORTH DAKOTA, DURING SPAWNING AND INCUBATION 
OF CHANNEL CATFISH, 1972
Date Station AM Temp. PH Temp.
3 7 10 68
A 7 10 68
7 10 8 82
8 10 12 74 6 77
9 10 10 67
18 12 10 68 6 78
iy 12 10 56 6 61
20 12 10 56 6 74
21 12 10 58
22 5 6 68
23 5 10 64 6 71
24 5 10 6k
29 11 8 65 6 77
30 11 9 68 6 80
1 11 8 66
8 9 6 84
9 9 10 7^
10 9 12 76 6 79
r? 9 10 68 7 74
12 9 1; 65
8 7 79
13 8 9 69 7 73
14 8 10 64 6 69
15 S 10 62
20 7 5 64
21 7 12 62 10 65
22 7 10 62 5 65
23 7 10 66
■ TO 3 72
2k 7 12 73
6 4 78
2> 6 11 65
26 6 12 76
before cheese bait was available for hoop netting. Approximately one- 
third of the catfish caught on troflines had hook-damaged eyes. When
hoop net catches were sufficient, trotlines were not used, to avoid
the eye damage problem.
i»3
TABLE 9
WATER TSMFERATUKE (FAHRENHEIT), LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER, 
NORTH DAKOTA, DURING SPAWNING AND INCUBATION 
OF CHANNEL CATFISH, 197?
Date Statior, AM Temp. M
April 17 3 9 50
18 3 9 5^
19 3 9 56
20 3 9 51
25 3 9 k?
25 3 9 51
Hay 1 3 5
2 3 9 52
5 3 9 52
9 3 9 52
5 3 9 53
6 3 9 5k
? 3 9 gkwt56 5
8 3 9 57




28 1 9 59
30 1 9 63
Jine 1 3 3
2 3 9 6k
3 1 10 %
k 3 9 51
5 5 9 60
6 3 9 58
7 1 10 6l
8 3 9 61
9 3 5
10 3 5
11 5 9 63
12 5 9 6k
15 3 9 71
19 3 9 70 5
15 3 9 67
16 6 9 6k
,1:7 3 9 59
18 7 9 55
20 7 9 51












Date Station AM Temp. FN Temp.
June 25 8 9 6*
26 S 9 68
2? 8 9 70
28 8 9 64 3 72
29 6 9 66
30 8 9 68 9 ?4
July 1 8 9 67
2 8 9 62 5 68
3 8 9 61 5 73
4 6 9 66 5 74
5 & 9 68 5 796 6 9 68 5 80
7 8 9 63 5 72
8 6 9 64 3 79
9 $ 9 70
14 10 9 70 5 76
15 6 9 62 5 74
16 10 9 70 5 74
1? 12 9 64
20 12 5 71
21 12 9 65 5 74
TABLE 10
SKX RATIO OF CHANNEL CATFISH,
LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER, NORTH DAKOTA, 1972-1973
Year Hales Females Total Ratioa
1972 93 46 139 2.02:1
1973 69 64 133 1.07:1
Total 162 110 272 1.47:1
Kales per female
Gill nets were successful in the reservoir but were of limited effect 
in the river. Angling, noodling, and seining were equally unproductive.
A seine was used extensively but the catch per unit effort was extremely 
low. Percentages of the total catch by gear type are given in Table 11.
i*5
CHANNEL CATFISH CATCH BY GEAR TYPES , 
LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER, NORTH DAKOTA, 1972-1973
TABLE 11




Hoop 2319 (93.89) 5*8 (80.35) 2867 (90.96)
Gill 36 ( 1**6) 0 36 ( 1.1*)
Seine 0 2 ( 0.29) 2 ( 0.06)
Trotline 78 ( 3.16) 53 ( 7.77) 131 ( *.16)
Angl '41g: 0 3 ( O.Mt) 3 ( 0.10)
lloodling 0 1 ( 0*15) 1 ( 0.03)
Sodium
Cyanide 3? ( 1.5C) 75 (11.00) 112 ( 3.55)
Total 2*70 (100.0) 682 (100.0) 3152 (100,0)
The length-weight curve for the 1972-1973 catch is shown in Figure 
9. The equation for the curve is Log W a -5.2.559 + 3.0676 Log TL.
The coefficient of condition (K-TL) for the 1972-1973 catch was 











Fio. 9.--L*ngih-w«ight rafateonship, channel catfish, Little
Missouri River, North Oakofot 1972-1973.
DISCUSSION
Wahtoia (1f?1) hypothesized that environmental conditions in the 
141tie Missouri .River affect tha population structure of channel catfish 
in the Little Missouri Arm Of Lake Sokakawea; the present study indicated 
that environmental preosures operating on the catfishes* fluvial life 
history did indeed influence recruitsent and subsequently, population 
stability. These environmental pressures can be examined as they affect 
itoveaenl, reproduction, and other ecological rhlationohipe.
Of the 25? recaptured fish, 2J (8.95 percent) coved upstrean, 92 
(35*8 percent) ©oved downstream, and 1%2 (55*25 percent) showed local or 
no ®owe*aa**»fc. the abundance of local recaptures is readily explained.
The short tine interval between tagging and recovery permitted little 
movement, ns all except two tagged specimens were taken within one dayj 
in addition, fin clipped recaptures were recorded by river section thus 
pemitting substantial intrasectional movement that was considered "local 
Thirty-five percent of the total recoveries moved downstream* In 
late July tind August, 1972, there was a significant increase in stream 
discharge. At this time, catfish were feeding actively, and they were 
easily caught in baited hoop nets. They were obviously moving downstream 
for group descent was followed from station 6 to 4 to 2; the same fish 
were recaptured as they entered each succeeding sampling area* Twenty- 
nine snail catfish fross section II which had their right pelvic fins 
excised between July 9-2?, 1972* were recaptured at station U in section
1 from August 2-5* 1972. On August 10-11, lb additional right pelvic
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clipped fi«9s were caught at station 2* At the o:«se location (station 2), 
Jurists fros station *» which were left pelvic clipped fro® August 2-5, 
wore retaken. >'ish S and I were tagged Augurt 3 and 4, respectively, at 
station •*• -ad were recaptured *»9 alien downs t re aft seven days later at 
statl r, ?, on August 10 and 11, respectively,
il mould V» noted that fin clipped fish were not as diagnostic as 
tagged fish  and provided only directional aovesent data, tout the great 
abundsfttse of fin-slip returns provided information which greatly aided 
in KWfewsftt analysis. Fin-clip novesent data say be exaggerated because 
t tore h |'» no way of detcrasininr. how many tines fin clipped fish were 
recaptured. Ho lagged fish were retaken sore than once*
Stiver-tagged fish L provided the only information truly diagnostic 
of migration. This Individual had lost its tag but had been adipose- 
clipped by tfahtola in the reservoir in W *  It was first recaptured at 
station 'Z on dune '8* 1972, r,i least 27** tslles upstream* and was taken 
iurdn o» August 5, 'iV?2* presumably returning to the reservoir* This 
213 oil'r- descent occurred in 6*B days, a rate of axles per day*
la 'tv snail fis-, which were dorsal-caudal lobe clipped at station 3 
in Apr: 1, ff?5, provided the only intforaation on upatre&a aoveoeni 
occur*-.'.eg in the snae field s«c?wmi*.» One was recaptured at station 12,
23? mi lets upstreatt, "jad the other two were captured 10*1 and 108 alias 
ups tr< t&r., reapec t it* ly,
the fastest oweoetti recorded for river-tagged fish was fish J which, 
traveled £4 miles downstress in seven days, a speed of 9*1 ailes per day; 
the average downstream aoveoent of seven river-tagged fish was 4*34 ailes 
per day. This vnlue is faster th an, those reported by Ftank (1953) of 0*35
aiiee per day. and Hubley (1965) of 3.1 mileo r»r day. The fastest 
recorded upstream aovcnent was fir. q which traveled 213 miles in >50 
days, -a speed of 0*6.1 silos per day; the mean of four fish was G.tyi miles 
per day. Thin race is slower them the one mile per day reported by 
ahtola (19? 1). All ouch estimates of rate of travel are lover than 
• i C t u a l  because information is lacking on detours and stop-overs.
The most obvious difference between upstream and downstream move- 
mentis wan elapsed time* Except for two instances, downstream movement 
occurred in 7-W days. Upstream movements occurred over extended periods 
o'. time, ranging fro® 315-359 days. Descent was recorded during the 
same field season while ascent was recorded the following spring,
Reservoir-tagged catfish moved upstream, in the Little Missouri and 
Yellowstone Rivero. The longest and fastest movement was tiint of fish 
L which traveled % 3  miles in V}<? days, a rate of 0.8^ miles par day,
Siaor, (1?'k>) and Brnwn < 17?1 1 reported that channel catfish were locally 
abundant in the Little Missouri River in Wyoming and Montana, respectively. 
Therefore, it was apparent that fish L had not reached the limits of its 
p 2tec ti.il movement. The number of days between tagging and recapture 
reseablci the long periods of elapsed time characteristic of upstream 
movements of river-tagged fish.
Complex movements are those in which a fish descends cae r.trern and
■u'icess.ds mother, Three reservoir-tagged catfish displayed this phenom­
enon, They move., .at of the .Little Missouri Arm, up reservoir, and 
eventually upstream in the Yellowstone River, The fact that there were 
throe returns from tve Yellowstore River discounts the possibility of
accidental or raisideatifled returns. Fish 1 was tagged in 19&9 and
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recaptured is. Fish X and Z were tagged in 1971 and recaptured in
and »V75. respectively. It appears to require approximately one 
■/ear for a ratfish to travel the 150 wiles up reservoir from the Little 
Missouri Arc to the south of the fellow© tone Rivet» Fish Z not only 
~a.1e the longest comple* movement, 2%o miles, hut negotiated a low-head 
irrigation das near Intake, Montana. Diversion structures usually are 
efficient barrier® to upstream aoreeent of catfish (KcCaaaon, 1956; 
Kessraan, hut there is a considerable sport snagging fishery for
paddle fish, Polydor, opat.^ula (Walbaun), below the dam, and fish may have 
been angled and released above, however, coemttalcations with Montana 
Fish and Game Department personnel revealed that adequate water soaecioes 
flow® over the ones to allow catfish to ascend..
Such conpies movements could ce evidence of a nomadic population, 
displaced trm the Missouri River when inundation formed Lake Sakakawea. 
Their upstream movement may indicate that innate behavior compels them 
to move into & lotic environment to ©'pawn. The fact that they entered 
the fellow® tone River rather than the Little Missouri River may be purely 
coincidental to their movements, lateral distribution, and degree of 
stimulation.
riot f-b&r 'tags were applied in either the dorsal or opercular 
position* Mir.tola (1970 reported a 32<lt percent tag lean fro* catfish 
tagged dor®ally with T-bar tags. Tag loss was not calculated during the 
present study because of the paucity of recoveries made from ^55 tagged 
fish over *K>$- miles of river. However, the opercular position appeared 
superficially to he superior to the dorsal location* Mthough only two 
recaptures of opercular tagged catfish 'were made, both fish had achieved
satis factory growth, and necrosis was- not apparent on the operculum. In 
addition, Summer felt (1972) calculated tag loss possiblii tin® of 0.08 
percent per day the first year ami 0.09 percent per day the second year 
for flathead catfish; this exceptional tag retention was probably related 
to firs tag attachment. By simply lifting the operculum, it was readily 
appart t whether or not the T-bar anchor was solidly lodged behind the 
horsy structure, and placement corrections could easily be sale.
A ssajor drawback in the use of T-bar tags was that omall catfish 
could not bar tagged; air bladders were ruptured when snail fish were 
dorsally tagged, and swx-xsing was impaired when opercle tagged. This 
forced the discontinuation of T-bar tag usage on small specimens, and 
mutilation was used exclusively.
In larger fish, dorsal tagging sometimes resulted la retarded growth. 
Small length reductions say have been measuring or recording error, or 
from caudal fin erosion in hoop nets. Severe short term weight losses 
might have been caused by regurgitation of bait but undoubtedly some 
weight loss was due to initial shock of handling, mutilation, tagging, 
and. subsequent infections. Host specimens recaptured after extended 
tine periods had recovered from the initial trauma but showed slowed 
growth.
Although the ELoy T-bar tag was easily applied and convenient to use
in a study with limited manpower, it may not be the best tag for channel 
catfish. T-bar tags are limited to large fish, affect growth, are easily 
she4, 'present the image of slimy parasitic worms that may not be easily 
distinguishable by anglers, but they apparently do not directly affect
vulnerability to fishing equipment.
While rout in* stapling accounted .for many more returns than did 
anglers* fishermen were heavily relied upon for returns from outside ,tb* 
study area. These returns established noxious distances of movement 
and gave insight into the apparent magnitude of catfish vagility, which 
was limited by other sampling tsethods.
Channel catfish are the main sport fish in the Little Missouri 
River but nevertheless receive limited angling pressure. Only four of 
5̂'> fish tagged in the river in 1971-1973 were retaken by anglers; in 
each case, the fish was tagged in 19?2 and caught in 1973* Angler 
returns from river-tagged catfish indicated movement in both directions; 
none were recaptured at the tagging location. On the other iurnd, angler 
returns of reservoir-tagged fish appeared skewed in favor of upstream 
movement., m  fishing pressure was more intensive in the river than.in 
the reses'voir.
Tag returns were voluntary. The 0.88 percent return rate was much 
lover than those reported by Christenson (1952), McCaaaaon (1956), Muncy 
(1957), McCurjcon and Lol'aunce (1961), Hubley (19&3)» Humphries 0965), 
Welker (19b?), and Kessaan (1973)* who reported voluntary returns of 9*7, 
ZOmHt 3.0, 29, 8*3* **2.2, 21, sad 9-5 percent, respectively.
In the present study, it was difficult to estimate percentage of 
angler .non-response. Raws.ton (1971) adopted ho percent non-response as 
a general rule; for the Little ''Missouri River, kO percent non-response 
seeaed rather high. It would saeo that so few fish are caught in the 
river that the recovery of a tagged fish, would stimulate sufficient 
interest for the angler to .return the tag. On several occasions, however- 
letters to anglers wise had filed, incomplete returns failed to produce
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additional information, so that tta« possibility of a high non-response
rate Cannot be ignored.
Several movement questions could not be .answered conclusively by 
this study but enough informatIon was obtained for speculation. Do adult 
catfish migrate each year? War.tola (1971) postulated that there may be 
two coexisting populations o\ infertile, non-migratory, and sexually 
active migratory fish. The con-migratory cohort in the reservoir was 
probably infertile as evidenced by the number of females reoorbing their 
egge. hone of the fish tagged by Wartola were ever recaptured upriver 
during the same season. 'Fish tagged in the reservoir during the summer 
of one year were cossnonly recaptured upriver the following year; also, 
there was a general absence of mature, tagged fish in the 1973 river 
catch that were tagged in the river in 1972, possibly indicating a return 
to the reservoir and « bi-annual spawning cycle.
River-tagged fish F and G were the only roturns from the same pool 
after extended periods of time, JOB days. The fish may have migrated and 
returned, or overwintered. Troutman (1957) suggested that catfish winter 
under boulders in swiftly flowing water, but the Little Missouri Diver is 
intermittent in winter and such flowing habitat is rare. If a sedentary 
cohort existed in the river during the study, the fish would have had to 
overwinter in the deepest holes.
Waktola (1971) reported that only six female catfish in spawning 
condition were captured in the reservoir during his four year study.
This lack of tape fish in the reservoir is not easily explained but inf cars
that fish which remain in the reservoir either are not reproductively 
active during the current season (the non—migratory cohort theory), or
h.avs not rip-nod, or have si grated, spnvned, and roturnod.
When tii© state of maturity of river and reservoir catfish are 
compared, more credence is given to the non-oigratory cohort theory. A 
suim&ry of the literature by Katz {195*0 revealed that channel catfish 
sensrally matured at *»-£> years and at 330«%0 me; oal.es nature earlier 
(Harlan and Speaker, 19!%). Vahtola (19?'l) found that 90 percent of the 
reservoir fish less than h2X) am total length were ionature. Lake 
Sakakawea catfish were five years old before they reached a length of 
330 am, and seven years old before they attained *»20 mm. In contrast, 
in the Little Missouri River a few female catfish 330 am long were 
mature; thus, mature river fish were smaller than immature reservoir fish.
Do channel catfish return to the same location, either in the river 
or the reservoir, every year? Vahtola (1971) did not find conclusive 
evidence of homing in Lake Sakakowea as Houser (I960) did in Oklahoma, 
the two river-tagged fish, ¥ and G, that were recaptured at station 12 
after 318 days, may have been sedentary individuals or may have hazed.
An attempt to recapture river-tagged catfish in the reservoir in Septem­
ber, 1972, was unsuccessful. In addition, no marked fish were recovered 
when the North Dakota Game and Fish Department test netted the Little 
Missouri Arm in August, 1973 (Berard, 1973); however, the autumn river 
rise had not yet occurred and possible migranta could have been stranded 
upriver.
When do Little Missouri River catfish migrate? The exact time depends 
on sfcreaa flow; & man monthly discharge of 1000 cfs greatly facilitates 
movement. Held work eanmeaced on May 15, 1972, too late to detect the 
initial upstream movement. The g r e a t e s t  a e a n  M o n th ly  d i s c h a r g e  u s u a l l y
occurred in Jane but extreme crest© frequently occurred between ice-out 
©ad the June rice. Catfish apparently utilized these create for migration 
and therefore movement was partially a rheotactie response to the water 
regimens of the river. In 19?3, early thaw facilitated fish movement*, 
and again the initial upstream aoveatcnt was not monitored, but immature 
and mature catfish were caught at station 3 as early as April 18, 1973*
How do turbidity, temperature, etc., affect catfish? Vahtola (1969) 
observed density currents, gravitation mudflows, in the little Missouri 
Ann which influenced the distribution of catfish in enrly spring. Farther 
upstream in the Little Missouri River the turbidity was more persistent 
and increased concomittantly with an increase in discharge, Maximum 
turbidities occurred during peaks in discharge and the load varied from 
year to year depending on flood conditions.
Catfish eggs have a thick membrane which protects them from abrasion 
(Rrede.r and Rosen, 1986) but when silt attaches to the adhesive eggs, 
■inoxia and mortality of 'the embryos may result. According to Wallen 
(1951), turbidities of 85,000 ppm were fatal for channel catfish; how­
ever, maintenance of movement and aeration of water enabled fish to 
avoid gill clogging and death. Concentrations of suspended sediment 
exceeding 85,000 ppm have been recorded by the 0. S. Geological Survey 
only once in the Little Missouri River. Therefore, it can be inferred 
that d ir e c t  m o r ta lity  of adult catfish by turbid water in the Little 
M isso u ri R iv e r  is rare, providing movement is not restricted.
Silt may have United reservoir reproduction during the current 
study. The tremendously heavy sediment load is dropped as the raver 
eaters the reservoir. This aa.te.rial has covered, much of the original
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spawning habitat that wan available in the river before inundation, and 
interferes with grs exchange and temperature profilea.
Catfish neat in a variety of sites in a river* Animal burrows, 
depressions excavated by currents in or under banks, cavities in log 
drifts, and crevices under rocks are preferred (Brown., 19*12$ B&rlan and 
Speaker, 1956$ Davis, 1959$ Brown, 1971$ Morris, Morris, and Witt, 1972). 
Spawning chambers au*t be dark and protected from intrusion on one or 
more sides* In the Little Missouri River, such sites were infrequent# 
Suitable rocky breeding areas served two functions: 1) provided the 
semi-darkened cavities necessary, and 2) provided a stable substrate 
which protected the developing embryos from scouring and smothering by 
the constantly shifting bed load* Such nest specificity wan a definite 
lisdtiag factor to river reproduction. Wahtola (1971) Bid not find 
direct evidence of spawning, eggs or larvae* in the reservoir but 
captured females with degenerating eggs that might have indicated 
insufficient river and/or reservoir spawning habitat. Limited spawning 
habitat may also have been implied by the volume of atresic eggs retained 
by females in 1973. Ovaries of h2 females were examined between April 
20 and July 6. Four spent females ranging in total length from 790-1^10 
ram had retained approximately % to 1/3 of their original gravid voltsse 
and follicular regression was evident.
Turbidity affected water temperature. Great concentrations of 
particulate matter absorbed heat, raising the ambient water temperature. 
W ater tem p eratu res ®ay have been an important directive influence to 
catfish m igratio n ., because f i s h  arc temperature sensitive and actively 
seek o p t i c a l  tem p era tu res ( L o g le r ,  Bardach, and Miller, 1962). Temperature 
may also have .in flu e n ced  migration by increasing or decreasing fish
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activity, watch then responded to a greater or leaner degree to other 
stimuli ouch m  light .and current. Light reception and penetration are 
inseparable fro® turbidity* Catfish overwintering in the reservoir have 
become acclimated to relatival? transparent water. With spring and 
lengthening photoperiod, gonadal activity is stimulated end the presence 
of vara turbid inflow from the river nay act as the final releaser to 
irsove catfish upeEiftws to spawn.
Temperature is an important factor in limiting reservoir reproduction. 
Spawning usually starts when water temperature is ?0° F (Doze, 1925)? 
range is 70-35° F and 80° F is optimal (Clemens and Sneed, 1957)* From 
Wahtola's (1971) water temperature data, it was evident that optimum 
spawning temperature usually did not occurr in the reservoir until late 
July, near the end of the spawning season. These warm waters occurred 
near the surface, where spawning habitat was nonexistent. In the Little 
Missouri River, 80° F temperatures occasionally occurred but were never 
sustained. Therefore, the 70° F spawning initiation temperature say 
also have been the optiaum, a further environmental limiting factor.
The spawning season of channel catfish is quite long, and begins 
earlier at lower latitudes (Coriander, 1969). Spawning may start as 
early as March and continue through July (Done, 1925, Brown, 19^2; Simon, 
19**6* Appe.lget and Smith, 1951? Cross, 1951? Harzolf, 1957? Shields, 1957? 
Stevens, 1959* Deacon, 196I5 Sprague, 1961; Brown, 1971)- The spawning 
season in the Little Missouri River was long, from mid-*,June to late July* 
because oi late spawning by smaller .individuals. Dissection of small 
females caught early in the season showed that they were not ripe but 
would produce ova after a longer maturation period. Clemens and Sneed
(1957) and. Crawford (1957) have reported that larger and older fish 
sjwiwa earlier so the presence of small unripe individuals early in the 
spawning season was not abnormal.
Water temperature usually reached the 70° F spawning temperature 
in early Jane and fluctuated above and below 70° F all summer, permitting 
naple time for naturation, spawning, and hatching* Several examples 
illustrated the season’s lei^rth* Gravid resales were taken on June 1̂ , 
1975. However, the sajority of females wore not ripe at this time. By 
July h, spawning was well underway and several spent fish were caught, 
yet unripe females were taken at the same time* On July 8, the first 
nest was found. This nest contained eyed eggs that were very near 
hatching. On July 21, a gravid female and sac-fry less than 15 on long 
were collected, while a nest containing uneyed eggs was also located*
These various hatching dates are reflected by the range in size of 
unde rye arlingo in collections cade in the fall. Catfish fry between 15 
and 25 css long and all sizes of fingerliags up to 150 ma w 're taken*
The smallest fish captured the following spring were in the 100-150 mm 
si so range and the pectoral spines had one annulus. These undoubtedly 
represented the previous season's young since it was too early for them 
to be current yoimg-of-the-year.
The overall sex ratio for the two years of the study was 1.^7 males 
to one female. As in ®ost nest building species, sex ratios of channel
catfish are approximately equal. Vahtola (1971) determined that trotlines 
were selective for large sales; since trotlines wore used occasionally 
in the current study, soae degree of gear selectivity may have influenced
the sex ratio.
The E-value of Little Missouri River catfish length-weight equation
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was 5.0676, indicative nf a population with average growth. The condition 
factor Ch-TL) of 0.8$ van above average of those cited by Coriander 
C1^69)- As catfish rely on oeraory aids while feeding, the relative 
pitsapness of little Missouri River catfish is indicative of adequate 
forage.
To iiiwBsari.ee the importance of the tittle Missouri River to catfish 
population stability, the length-f:r».w?aenc> distribution of the catch 
should be used as an indicator of population structure. The coupon -fcion 
of the total catch was probably indicative of relative abundance; gear 
selectivity any have influenced the sine of individuals, loung age 
{troupe wore most abundant in both years of the study. Wahtola (19?'v) 
stated that fei one-year-old fish were ever taken in the reservoir and 
that all age sero fish found In 1971* were upstream in the Little Missouri 
Elver. The paucity of small fish in the reservoir and their contrasting 
abundance in the river emphasised the importance of the Little Missouri 
River not only for reproduction and recrxdtsent but as a nursery. Taore- 
foro it nay be inferred that the Little Missouri Ana catfish population 
w &  aaintaimed by Little Missouri River reproduction and because catfish 
aigrate out of the Are, the sain body of the reservoir may be partially 
supplied by Little Missouri River propagation.
Management Recommendations
In view of the lack of certain information, rigidly applied manage­
ment of tits channel catfish population 1st 'the Little Missouri system 
would 'fee premature. For example, there is :nc data available on the 
effects of a potential 75 fort fluctuation in reservoir pool level m  a
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rt»a ilt of xltiitafwal of water for Garrison Diversion and c n J. gwsifica* 
tioi projects. fluctuations of this raagnitud* could obXitorate the 
*stn lishel reservoir catfish population and fores a return to river
oondit ions*
poa implementatioa of regulations governing equipment, seasons, 
open i rc-ac. limits* legal si ass, and number of licensed operators, the 
Little Hissouri system canid support a limited commercial fishery*
Entire; menial factors and commercial catches should be carefully monitored 
to con;ir% levels of recruitment, exploitation, and make population 
cat iaa» it.*
Tic t primary environm*,ttal factor to be monitored with regard to 
reprodv jfcisn and recruitment is stream discharge,, particularly from April 
througfc Octeoer, Stream discharge constancy from mid-June through July, 
theoret stail" will result in successful reproduction. Droughts or flash 
tloodr will result in poor reproduction, low survival of young-of-the­
re ar, a a  ai\jcd stock reductions. Autusanl discharge create are imperative 
for de ccr.’. and recruitment. Fluctuations in survival can be so extreme, 
due t« normal variation of the environment, that long-term predictions 
will .spend upon improved climatic forecasts made for future years.
Short -terra predictions should become possible after assessment of water 
ooml Jfcio* during the spswai-nig and recruitment phase.
SUMMARY
Ir order to formulate a comprehensive management plan to govern 
Coewtereial harvest of channel catfish from Lake Sakakawea, North Dakota, 
it van necessary to elucidate the limiting factors responsible for 
population control* The present study revealed that catfish from the 
Little Missouri Ana of Lake Sakakawea were highly mobile and migrated 
up the Little Missouri River to reproduce. Environmental rosistence 
operative during this fluvial phase influenced reproduction, rocruitment, 
and population stability,
St rear discharge via the dominant abiotic limiting factor* Seasonal 
fluctuations stimulated and facilitated catfish migration. Ascent
occurred in the spring, descent in the fall.
Of the 309? catfish marked and released, 25? were recaptured* Over 
half (55*25 percent) showed local movement; 35*8 and 8*95 percent moved 
downstream and upstream, respectively.
The abundance of local returns was not indicative of a sedentary 
cohort but rather temporary confinement to an area. In addition, local 
recaptures were of an ephemeral nature, occurring shortly after marking 
thereby permitting little time for movement.
Catfish utilise rocky areas for spawning which provide stable nesting 
substrata and shield developing embryos from suspended sediment scouring. 
'.Insufficient q u a n t i f ie r  of suitable spawning habitat also limits channel 
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HLVLH&HT DaTa fu i CHANNEL CATFISH TaOUeO IN LaaE BAAA&AriiA, 1969-71* 
rJCAFFUHEO IK LlTTii, MISSOURI A M  i'ELUMSTONl RIVERS, 1971-73
initial Capture Recapture Direct! on ala ps ed Tia©
Tag i<iu Weight Sex Station Date Length Weight Station Date Movement Milas (Cays)
05355-TC* 330 350 U 8 6/19/69 0 >w Wl — *e> — 7/9/71 Op 162 689
Q5382Y 591 2120 K 8 8/16/69 **-«*«• «**»«» iob 7/29/73 Up 179 1993
05922Y 951 700 F 8 8/19/69 991 1060 2 8/10/72 Up 19 108?
05513* 992 600 F 1 8/22/69 510 1100 12 7/21/73 Up ?29 1929
059235C 93? 1000 K 80 6/8/70 — • a* 12C 8/19/71 Up 363 932
09517Y 372 351 H 95 7/11/70 993 630 ?d 6/3/72 Up 133 639m m 937 -■Bo M 35 7/19/70 12? 6/27/73 Up 331 1079
09306Y 557 1680 F 90 7/17/70 —— — 6 r 7/5/72 Op 198 719m :j m 595 2190 H 80 7/17/70 — ior 7/15/73 Up 201 1099
0932JY 570 2000 M 35 7/17/70 — — 10 6/15/73 Up 206 1069
031123 335 293 F 25 8/6/70 911 970 12 7/21/73 Up 291 1080
01660B 506 1130 F 90 6/9/71 — — 8® 6/10/73 Up 198 732
0166 IB. 962 800 F 90 6/9/71 — - n \ 3/16/73 Up 296 799
— — T" — — - — •— — — - — 12'' -/~/?i Up 396 —
05789B 360 35S U 1 9/ 5/69 — as — ■a —- — k 7/6/72 Complex 190 1035
01570B 999 700 U 30 6/2/71 — -1-/72 Complex 153 — «
Q1669B 919 530 F 90 6/9/71 — s 7/18/73 Complex 296 770
*Y * yellow tagi B brown tag **9 »i<, N, "personal ccmaunic'ition. tag lost in mail RGleadive, Montana
b12 mi. NS f9 mi.. SW -372 mi. S. (Yellowstone Rive
c89 mi. s. *9 ml.. N. 6 ml. N. Savage. Montana (Yellowstone River)
% 3  mi. 3. ^8 si., N* 1 mouth of Yellowstone River
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